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Abstract
Liquid metals are primary coolants in Generation IV nuclear reactors. For low Prandtl
fluids, such as liquid metals, classical Reynolds analogy of using turbulent Prandtl number
close to unity doesnt predict heat transfer characteristics correctly. In the present study
turbulent forced convection flow in a channel at low Pr is studied numerically. Turbulence
is modeled by Reynolds averaged Navier- Stokes (RANS) equations with low Reynolds
number k- launder sharma model. The governing equations are solved using high accuracy
compact finite difference schemes with four stage Runge-Kutta method for time integration.
Heat transfer characteristics of flow such as effect of Re, Pr on temperature and Nu are
presented for different Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. A parametric study on variation
of turbulent Prandtl number is done and using it comparing with the experimental Nu
correlation, a new correlation has been developed for turbulent Prandtl number for low Pr
flows. The present results are matching well with the experimental and numerical results
available in the literature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Liquid metals are used in many nuclear and non-nuclear processes associated with thermal
hydraulic aspects. In the nuclear field liquid metals are used in fission and fusion reactors.
In the nuclear fusion reactor the use of liquid metals is broader. In the fast breed reactor
sodium is used as a coolant while in new breeder concepts often lead or lead alloys are
used. A study regarding type of coolant and their advantages and disadvantages were given
in David[1] for nuclear reactors. In non-nuclear applications also liquid metals are used as
heat exchange medium. For example in solar plants heat ex-changers that are operating
with liquid metals (see Benemann[2]). In manufacturing industries such as refinery and
casting of metals as well as glasses behavior in molten condition is similar to liquid met-
als, the same heat transfer problem appear as in nuclear field power generation applications.
In Nuclear Power plant engineering, OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development) and NEA (Nuclear Energy Agency)[3] nuclear science committee proposed
different suggestions or improvements that can be made to increase the efficiency of power
plant. Out of these improvements use of Gen IV Nuclear reactor is one of the important
one. In this Gen IV reactor the main feature is use of Liquid metal as a primary coolant
instead of water.
The two important different properties of any metal from other media are high thermal
conductivity(κ) and low specific heat capacity(Cp). In case of heavy liquid metals the kine-
matic diffusivity is also less compare to that of air or water. The non-dimensional number
covering thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity is Prandtl number (Pr). The phys-
ical sense of this number is the ratio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity. For
liquid metals this number is very low since the thermal diffusivity is high compared to
momentum diffusivity. Thus liquid metals can carry more thermal energy with them and
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hence it increases the efficiency of the power plant. The Prandtl number for these fluids
is generally around 0.01. The peculiarity of such low Prandtl fluids is that for moderate
Reynolds number flows even though the flow is fully turbulent the temperature profile is
smooth and is more of a laminar flow behavior.
The Prandtl number values for different fluids are given in Table 1.1. More details can be
found in Beitz and Kuttner[4].In this table we can see order of Prandtl number for fluids
like engine oil is O(103) and for fluids like air and water is O(1) and for liquid metals it is
O(10−2).
Table 1.1: Typical Pr for different fluids from Beitz and Kuttner
Temperature(C) Mercury Air Water Engine oil
0 0.0288 0.72 13.6 4.7*104
20 0.0249 0.71 7.02 1.0*104
100 0.0162 0.70 1.74 2.6*102
In general all the fluid flows can be categorized into three groups, i.e. Pr << 1,Pr >> 1,
Pr ≈ 1. In case of forced convection systems under laminar flow conditions the Prandtl
number covers the thermal energy transfer part for all types of fluids mentioned above. In
turbulent flow in addition to molecular conductivity eddy conductivity is also important.
The order of these conductivities are also of same range. In case of air or water (Pr ≈ 1)
or high Prandtl fluids like engine oil (Pr>>1) the thermal effects are close to viscous sub
layer, but for liquid metals (Pr<<1) the thermal effects are much towards the core of tur-
bulent flow. Therefore, the fundamental details of heat transfer mechanism in liquid metals
differ from that of air or other Newtonian fluids and hence the heat transfer correlations
used for air or other fluids can’t be used for liquid metals.
There are several experimental studies[5][6][7][8] in this field of low Prandtl number fluids,
but there are some difficulties in experiments such as non-wetting of the fluid with the solid
used at the interface, oxidation of liquid metal with the solid at the interface. Gases are also
entrapped due to non-wetting. Hence due to these impurities the heat transfer is less than
the actual heat transfer and hence the experimental results differ from numerical results but
still care has to be taken while performing the experiment. Thus the numerical simulation
is an important tool in design when compared to experiments. In the numerical simulations
RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes) approach is widely used for less cost and time
compared to DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) or LES (Large Eddy Simulation) ap-
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proaches. In RANS approach for Pr ≈ 1 constant turbulent Prandtl number (Prt) equal
to unity is used. Turbulent Prantl number (Prt) signifies the ratio of eddy momentum dif-
fusivity to eddy thermal diffusivity. For liquid metals constant Prt close to unity can’t be
used since the eddy thermal diffusivity and eddy momentum diffusivity are of no same or-
der.
1.1 Literature Survey
Research on the use of low parndtl fluid in channel at turbulent flow conditions has been
done considerably in previous literature. Hiroshi Kawamura[9] has done Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS) of channel flow at friction Reynolds number (Reτ ) equal to 180 for
a wide range of Prandtl numbers (Pr) and concluded that turbulent Prandtl number (Prt)
is dependent on Pr for Pr <0.1. Again Hiroshi Kawamura[10] has done DNS simu-
lations of channel flow at Reτ equal to 180,395 at Prandtl numbers 0.025,0.2 and 0.71
and presented the effects of Reynolds number(Re), Prandtl number(Pr) on temperature.
Reynolds[11] reviewed and assessed more than 30 studies in the open literature on turbu-
lent Prandtl number and divided them into several groups according to their approaches, i.e.
from highly analytical derivation to purely empirical methods. It was pointed out that em-
pirical models show clearly higher accuracy, although the highly analytical models imply
more phenomenological understandings. Hence for practical application, empirical mod-
els are still preferred.Out of different emperical models in the literature Cheng and Tak[12]
has done a review on models proposed by Aoki[13], Reynolds[11], Dwyer[14] for circu-
lar tubes. Out of these models Aoki[13] model predicts higher values than other models.
Dwyer[14] model predicts less value compared to other models. The first heat transfer the-
ory specifically applicable to liquid metals was proposed by Martinelli[15]. He applied the
analogy theory of turbulent momentum and energy transfer to liquid metals taking into ac-
count molecular thermal conduction. With this theory, Lyon[16] derived a semi-empirical
equation for calculating heat transfer in liquid metals for the case of constant heat flux.
Dwyer[14] applied his correlation of turbulent Prandtl number to the heat transfer equa-
tion developed by Lyon[16] and proposed a new correlation for Nusselt number for liquid
metals with constant heat flux as boundary condition. Later Skupinski et al[7] proposed a
correlation for Nusselt number based on the experimental heat transfer in NaK (Sodium
potassium) liquid metal flows. Sleicher et al.[6] conducted experiments with NaK flows
at boundary conditions of both uniform wall temperature and uniform heat flux and con-
cluded that heat transfer coefficients in case with uniform heat flux are higher compared
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to case of uniform wall temperature. Based on experimental results he proposed a corre-
lation for Nu in liquid metal flows. Stromquist[8] has done experiments on mercury flows
and proposed a correlation for Nu. Ibragimov et.al.[17] conducted experiments with Lead
bismuth eutectic alloy (LBE) flows and proposed a correlation. This correlation gives
best result for the wall temperatures measurement in liquid metal flows. Based on exper-
imental data of NaK, Lead, LBE, mercury flows Kirillov[5] discovered that there exists
large discrepencies in the experimental data with differnet fluids but all were lower than
the values obtained by Prt=1. Later Kirillov and Ushakov [18] proposed a correlation for
Nu for LBE flows. Cheng and Tak[12] has done a review on the existing correlations.
Since there are no complete and consistent experimental data available in open literature
except that of Johnson et al[19] he selected it for the assessment of heat transfer correla-
tions available in the literature. The correlation of Lyon[16] with Prt=1 gives higher heat
transfer co-efficients when compared to other correlations where as by using higher tur-
bulent Prandtl number(Prt=3) it agrees on the average well with the experimental data.
The correlations developed using NaK experimental data[7],[6] gives higher heat transfer
correlations than the other correlations proposed for LBE [17] and mercury flows[8]. In
the low Peclet number region, both correlations of Kirillov[18] and Ibragimov[17] show a
better heat transfer than the correlation of Stromquist[8], where as at high Peclet number,
the Stromquist[8] correlation predicts a higher heat transfer coefficient than the correlation
of Ibragimov[17]. With Johnson’s[19] experimental data he found that at low Peclet num-
bers Krillov’s[18] correlation gives the best agreement with the experimental data and at
high Peclet numbers Stromquist[8] shows the best prediction. Using this Cheng and Tak[12]
proposed a correlation for Nu for LBE flows. He has also explained possible reasons for
the discrepancies in the correlations present in literature. They are missing on reliable test
data, thermal contact resistance, surface wetting, local detachment and buoyancy effects.
Kirillov[20] and Subbotin et al.[21] analyzed heat transfer experimental data in heavy liquid
metal (HLM) flows using two different approaches to obtain the temperature on the heat
transfer surface. One is by extrapolating from the temperature profile of flow and other is
by direct measurement. They found that due to thermal contact resistance the extrapolated
temperature is less than the measured wall temperature. Tim Abram and Sue Ion[22] has
done a review of state of science in nuclear power and stated that the five systems are se-
lected for the development of reactor in nuclear field. Out of the five systems, Lead Fast
reactor (LFR) and Molten Salt reactor (MSR) are examples of low Prandtl fluid systems.
Bricteux.et.al[23] has done DNS and LES of channel flow at Reτ equal to 180, 590 at
Prandtl number 0.01 and concluded that turbulent Prandtl number should be used with
care in RANS approach. Kays[24] proposed a correlation for turbulent Prandtl number for
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RANS approach. Duponcheel.et.al[25] has doneDNS and LES of turbulent channel flow
at Reynolds number equal to 5600, 22000, 24000,87000 for Prandtl number range 0.01 to
0.025 and compared it with the RANS approach and stated that kays correlation for turbu-
lent Prandtl number is most suited for RANS approach.
1.2 Motivation
Studies in the past have not emphasized the effect of turbulent Prandtl number in forced
convection channel flow at low Prandtl number using RANS approach. The constant tur-
bulent Prandtl number obtained from different correlations have discrepancies. A detailed
flow characteristics for variation of Prt and effective turbulent Prandtl number for channel
flow at low Prandtl number is also not presented in the literature. This is the motivation for
the present study.
1.3 Objectives of Present study
The main objective of present study is to study the behavior of turbulent forced convection
in channel flow with low Prandtl number fluids. They include velocity and heat transfer
characteristics. The important objectives are
• To study the effect of Reynolds number (Re) and Prandtl number (Pr) on the flow
behavior. (Combined effect is effect of Peclet number (Pe = Re ∗ Pr).)
• To study the effect of turbulent Prandtl number (Prt) on the flow behavior.
• To study the Nusselt number variation with respect to different Re, Pr, Prt.
• A parametric study of Prt on thermal characteristics of the flow.
1.4 Outline of thesis
Numerical simulation of turbulent channel flow at low Prandtl number.
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• Chapter 1: In this chapter introduction about the turbulent channel flow using low
Prandtl number fluids is presented. In addition literature survey, motivation to take
this as thesis study and also objectives of present study are also presented.
• Chapter 2: In this chapter governing equation of two dimensional incompressible
forced convection flow through channel in dimensional and non-dimensional form
and corresponding boundary conditions are also presented.
• Chapter 3: In this chapter numerical methods used to solve the governing equations
are presented.
• Chapter 4: In this chapter the results that are obtained are discussed and presented.
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Chapter 2
Governing Equations (GE) and
Boundary conditions(BC)
The problem statement is turbulent forced convection in a channel and it can be seen in
Fig.2.1. It is solved using Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations. Reynolds
time averaging is suitable for stationary turbulence. In this analysis at any instant of
time flow variable can be expressed as the sum of mean and fluctuating quantities. The
turbulence closure problem is solved by using standard k- equations. As this is a two
dimensional problem stream function and vorticity approach is used to solve the equa-
tions.Advantages of this formulation are added accuracy due to exact satisfaction of mass
conservation and reduction in the number of unknowns to two as compared to three un-
knowns for primitive variable formulation. Pressure is eliminated by taking the curl of the
momentum equation to give the vorticity transport equation (V TE).
Figure 2.1: Geometry of the Channel used for investigation
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2.1 Dimensional form of GE
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
=0 (2.1)
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+ u
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(2.2)
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∂
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(
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∂v
∂y
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+ u
∂T
∂x
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∂T
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∂
∂x
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νt
Prt
)
∂T
∂x
)
+
∂
∂x
((
α +
νt
Prt
)
∂T
∂y
)
(2.4)
∂k
∂t
+ u
∂k
∂x
+ v
∂k
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=
∂
∂x
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α +
νt
σk
)
∂k
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)
+
∂
∂x
((
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νt
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)
∂k
∂y
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(2.5)
∂
∂t
+ u
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∂
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(2.6)
Where,
c1 = 1.44 ; c2 = 1.92 ; νt =
cµ k
2

; cµ = 0.09; σ = 1.3 ; σk = 1.0
2.2 Boundary conditions and Initial condition
Constant and Uniform velocity and temperature are given at inlet section of channel. Both
left and right walls are given diabatic boundary condition of constant heat flux in the di-
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rection normal to wall. No slip boundary condition is used at both walls. At outlet fully
developed boundary condition is given for both velocity and temperature. Turbulent kinetic
energy and dissipation at walls in the normal direction are also given equal to zero.
The initial conditions for velocity and temperature are given as constant velocity and con-
stant temperature equal to inlet conditions.
• Inlet:
u = ui; v = 0;T = Ti
• Left and Right walls:
u = 0; v = 0;
∂T
∂y
= (−qw
κ
)
• Outlet:
∂u
∂x
= 0;
∂T
∂x
= 0
• Initial conditions:
u = ui; v = 0;T = Ti
2.3 Stream function and Vorticity formulation
Since the problem statement is two dimensional flow the continuity equation and momen-
tum conservation equations can be converted into stream function (ψ) and vorticity (ω)
transport equations.
∂2ψ
∂x2
+
∂2ψ
∂y2
=− ω (2.7)
∂ω
∂t
+ u
∂ω
∂x
+ v
∂ω
∂y
=ν
{
∂2ω
∂x2
+
∂2ω
∂y2
}
(2.8)
2.4 Non-dimensional form of GE
2.4.1 Non-dimensional variables
List of scales used for non-dimensional forms are
• Length scale - Channel width(h)
• Velocity scale - Inlet velocity(Ui)
• Temperature scale - Temperature using constant wall heat flux ( qwh
κ
)
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Using these scales remaining quantities are also converted to non-dimensional forms.
X =
x
h
;Y =
y
h
;U =
u
ui
;V =
v
ui
; τ =
tui
h
θ =
(T − Ti)
( qwh
κ
)
; Ψ =
ψ
uih
; Ω =
ωh
ui
; kn =
k
ui2
; n =
h
ui3
2.4.2 Governing Equations
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1
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2.5 Non-dimensional Boundary conditions and Initial
Condition
• Inlet: For kn and n, 7% turbulent intensity is given at inlet.
U = 1, V = 0, θ = 0,
∂Ψ
∂Y
= 1, I =
√
2kn
3U
;
νt
ν
= 10;
• Left and Right walls:
U = 0, V = 0,
∂θ
∂Y
= −1, Ψ = 0, Ω = −∂
2Ψ
∂Y 2
• Outlet: Fully developed boundary condition is applied.
∂θ
∂Y
= 0,Ω = −∂
2Ψ
∂Y 2
• Initial condition:
U = 1, V = 0, θ = 0
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Chapter 3
Numerical methods
Finite difference method is used to discretize the governing equations. The discretized
governing equations are applied at the nodal points of the discretized grid. The solver that
is used to develop the code for solving these governing equations is FORTRAN 90. The
Stream function equation (SFE) is discretized using second order central difference
scheme CD2. Bi-conjugate gradient method is used to solve SFE. Diffusion terms in
Vorticity transport equation (V TE), Energy equation (EE), Kinetic energy and
dissipation equations are also discretized using central difference scheme. Temporal
derivatives are solved explicitly using fourth order Range-kutta (RK4) scheme. Compact
schemes[26, 27] are used to discretize the non-linear convective terms. To avoid numerical
instability a small non-dimensional time step of 10−4 is used to solve the equations.
Table 3.1: Numerical methods used for simulation
Equation Numerical method
Governing equations Finite difference method
Stream function equations CD2,Bi-conjugate gradient method
Diffusion terms Central difference scheme
Convective terms Compact scheme
Temporal term Range-Kutta 4th order explicit
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
The turbulent forced convection flow through a channel is numerically studied and the
heat transfer characteristics are reported for low Prandtl number fluids. The vertical
channel has height to width aspect ratio of 10.0. Uniform heat flux is applied at the
channel walls. The prominent liquid metals that are used in nuclear applications are
sodiumpotassium (NaK), mercury, LBE and sodium. The molecular Prandtl number of
NaK, Mercury and LBE are close to each other, i.e. in the range of 0.01 − 0.03, whereas
the Prandtl number of sodium is smaller, about 0.006. In the present study heat transfer
characteristics are reported using Pr values equal to 0.01 and 0.025.
4.1 Grid independence and Validation
The grid independence test has been conducted using three grid sizes of 400 x 60, 600 x
80, 800 x 100, at Re=8000, Pr=0.01 and Prt=6. The velocity and temperature profiles at
the outlet of the channel are plotted with different grids and shown in Fig. 4.1. The
velocity and temperature profiles are shown grid independence with grid size of 600x80.
Hence all simulations are reported with grid size of 600 x 80.
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Figure 4.1: Grid independence for velocity and temperature profiles at Re=8000,Pr=0.01
Figure 4.2: U - grid independence Figure 4.3: θ - grid independence
Validation of RANS code with standard k- model is done comparing with DNS and
LES simulation from Duponcheel.et.al[25] at Pr=0.01 with Reynolds numbers 5600,
22000, 87000. Friction temperature (Tτ ) and friction velocity (uτ ) are used in the above
paper and hence the results are converted in terms of non-dimensional friction temperature
(θ+) and non-dimensional length scale (Y +) and plotted as shown in Fig. 4.4. y+ is
non-dimensional y co-ordinate with length scale using kinematic viscosity(ν) and friction
temperature (uτ ) and shown in Eq.4.1. Friction temperature is the temperature obtained
using wall heat flux(qw) and friction velocity (uτ ). At Re=5600 using different turbulent
Prandtl numbers ranging from 4.12 to 7 numerical simulations are performed and
temperature profile at the outlet of the channel is plotted and shown in Fig.4.5. The
temperature profile from RANS approach is matching well with the DNS result both in
near wall region and also in the center of channel. At Re=22000 numerical siulations are
performed and temperature profile is shown in Fig.4.6 at turbulent Prandtl numbers
ranging from 9 to 13. The temperature profile from RANS appraoch is matching with the
LES result near the wall region.
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Figure 4.4: Validation of temperature profile in the channel with DNS and LES profiles
Figure 4.5: Re=5600,Pr=0.01 Figure 4.6: Re=22000,Pr=0.01
θ+ =
(
Tw − T
Tτ
)
;Tτ =
qw
(ρcpuτ )
;uτ =
√
ν
(
∂U
∂Y
)
wall
; y+ =
y
( ν
uτ
)
(4.1)
4.2 Effect of Reynolds number
The effect of Reynolds number is presented by using results at Re equal to 5600, 8000,
22000, 87000 at Pr=0.01. U velocity contour plots at these Reynolds numbers are shown
in the Fig.4.7. At each of these Re the flow is fully developed and it occurs around
non-dimensional length of X=4. The dimensional velocity increases with increase in Re
but dimensionless velocity is not changing because the velocity scale used for
non-dimensionalisation is inlet velocity. Hence all the U contour plots look alike.
Temperature contour plots using the non-dimensional temperature (θ+) are shown in the
Fig.4.8. (θ+) is fully developed at all the presented Re. For Re=5600 and Re=8000 θ+ is
fully developed around X=2 whereas for Re=22000 θ+ is fully developed around X=3.
For Re=87000 θ+ is fully developed around X=4. As Re increases the length required for
the temperature to be fully developed increases. The steady state velocity and temperature
profiles at the outlet of channel where the flow is fully developed are shown in Fig. 4.11.
The U velocity profile for different Re is same and shown in the Fig.4.9. U velocity has a
maximum value of 1.3 at the centre of the channel and a minimum value of zero at
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channel walls. The non-dimensional temperature (θ) profile at the outlet for different Re
is shown in the Fig.4.10. As Re increases, using the same fluid, inlet velocity increases
and hence the velocity in the channel also increases. As the Re increases the turbulence
intensity increases and the energy of fluctuating component increases. Hence the mean
temperature at constant heat flux decreases. Thus the temperature (θ) decreases with
increase in Re due to increase in velocity of the fluid. At any particular Re, θ is maximum
at wall, due to the boundary condition of constant heat flux, and decreases towards the
center of the channel (Y =0.5).
Figure 4.7: Contour plots of effect of Re on Velocity(U ) at a cross-section of channel
20
Figure 4.8: Contour plots of effect of Re on friction temperature (θ+) at a cross-section of
channel
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Figure 4.9: Effect of Re on U Figure 4.10: Effect of Re on θ
Figure 4.11: Effect of Re on velocity and temperature profiles at outlet of the channel at
Pr=0.01
4.3 Effect of Prandtl number
The effect of Pr on temperature is presented using Pr equal to 0.01 and 0.025 at Re equal
to 8000 and Prt equal to 4.12. Contour plots of temperature (θ+) at both Pr are shown in
the Fig.4.13. For Pr=0.01 θ+ is fully developed around X=3 where as for Pr=0.025 θ+ is
fully developed around X=5. Hence as Pr increases the length required for temperature
profile to be fully developed increases. As momentum diffusivity increases the turbulent
component increases in the flow and less are the mean components at particular Reynolds
number. As thermal diffusivity decreases the more are the mean components of
temperature. The combined effect is presented in the non-dimensional number Pr. Hence
as Pr increases mean components of temperature decreases and it can be seen from Fig.
4.12. For Pr=0.01 θ has a maximum value of 0.45 at channel walls and minimum value of
0.2 at the center of the channel where as for Pr=0.025 θ has a maximum value of 0.26 at
channel walls and minimum value of 0.05 at center of the channel. Since the constant heat
flux boundary condition is applied at walls, as Pr increases at a particular Re both the
wall temperatures (θ(Y = 0) & θ(Y = 1)) and the mean temperature (θmean) at a
cross-section of channel in fully developed region decreases.
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Figure 4.12: Effect of Pr on temperature at a cross-section of channel
Figure 4.13: Contour plots of effect of Pr on temperature at a cross-section of channel
4.4 Effect of Turbulent Prandtl number
The effect of Prt on temperature is presented using Prt equal to 4.12, 5, 6, 7 at Re=8000
using Pr equal to 0.01. Prt is defined as the ratio of eddy kinematic diffusivity to eddy
thermal diffusivity. Hence the effects of both eddy diffusivities are included in Prt. In
RANS approach from boussinesq approximation temperature fluctuating components are
modeled as the product of eddy thermal diffusivity and gradient of mean temperature. At
constant Re and Pr the turbulent intensity remains constant and fluctuating components
remain constant. Hence as Prt increases the eddy thermal diffusivity decreases. As eddy
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thermal diffusivity decreases the gradient of mean temperature increases at any particular
section of channel in the fully developed region. Contour plots of non-dimensional
temperature (θ) at different Prt is shown in the Fig. 4.15. From that figure as Prt
increases the gradients of mean temperature (θ) increases and thus the temperature
difference between the wall and fluid at center of channel increases. As Prt increases the
θ at center of channel decreases and θ at wall increases at constant Re and Pr under same
boundary conditions. It can be observed from the temperature (θ) profile at channel
section as shown in Fig. 4.14.
Figure 4.14: Effect of Prt on temperature at a cross-section of channel
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Figure 4.15: Contour plots of effect of Prt on temperature at a cross-section of channel
4.5 Nusselt number (Nu) calculation
The overall heat transfer is characterized by bulk Nusselt number (Nu) and it is calculated
as
Nu =
∫
NulocaldX =
∫
1
(θwall − θmean)
dX
θmean =
1
Y Umean
∫
(Uθ)dY
Umean =
1
Y
∫
UdY
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Where,
θmean= Mean temperature at a section in the channel.
Umean= Mean velocity at a section in the channel.
Simpson’s 1
3
rule is used for the numerical integration.
4.6 Effect of Re on Nu
Nusselt number Nu is the ratio of convective heat transfer to the conductive heat transfer
in the fluid flow. As the Re increases the velocity of fluid in the channel increases and
hence the convective heat tranfer in the fluid flow increases and thus the Nu increases. As
Re increases also the mean temperature at a cross-section of the channel and the wall
temperature decreases under the constant heat flux boundary conditions using the same
fluid but the difference between the wall temperature (θw) and mean temperature (θmean)
at a channel cross-section increases as shown in Fig.4.10. Since the local Nusselt number
(Nulocal) is the inverse of (θw − θmean) it increases and hence the bulk Nusselt number Nu
increases. Effect of Re on Nu is shown using the Table 4.1,at Prt =5,and fluid is having
Pr=0.01.
Table 4.1: Effect of Re on Nu at Pr=0.01
Reynolds number (Re) Nusselt number (Nu)
5600 4.92
8000 5.09
22000 6.13
87000 9.61
4.7 Effect of Pr on Nu
Pr is the ratio of momentum diffusivity(ν) to thermal diffusivity(α) and it can be
increased either by increasing the momentum diffusivity(ν) or by decreasing the thermal
diffusivity(α). As ν increases at constant Re the velocity of the fluid decreases and hence
the convective heat transfer decreases. Thus as ν increases Nu decreases at constant Re.
As α decreases at constant Re the temperature gradients in Y-direction increases and thus
the fluctuating components of temperature increases and hence mean temperature
component decreases.Therefore the mean temperature at a cross-section of channel
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decreases and also the wall temperature decreases but their difference increases and shown
in the Fig.4.12. Thus the local Nulocal and Nu decreases with decrease in α. Now the
combined effect of ν and α is given by Pr. As the Pr increases the increase in Nu due to
increase in ν is more compared to decrease in Nu due to decrease in α , under the same
boundary conditions and at same Re. Hence the Nu increases as Pr increases. It can be
shown using the Table 4.2 in which Re=8000, Prt=5.
Table 4.2: Effect of Pr on Nu
Prandtl number (Pr) Nusselt number (Nu)
0.01 5.09
0.025 5.98
4.8 Effect of Prt on Nu
Prt is the ratio of eddy momentum diffusivity (νt) to eddy thermal diffusivity (αt).Prt can
be increased either by increasing the νt or by decreasing the αt. As νt increases at constant
Re and Pr the gradient of mean component of velocity decreases and thus the momentum
is transferred away from the wall and thus the convective heat transfer from the wall to
fluid increases. Hence as νt increases the Nu increases at constant Re and Pr. As αt
decreases the gradients of mean component of temperature increases and thus the thermal
energy is less diffused from wall. Hence as αt decreases the Nu decreases. Now the
combined effect of both νt & αt is given by Prt. As Prt increases the increase in Nu due
to increase in νt is less than the decrease in Nu due to decrease in αt, for Prt > 1. Hence
as Prt increases the Nu decreases. Also as the Prt increases the mean temperature over
the section of the channel increases under the same boundary conditions and using the
same fluid at constant Re.It can be seen in the Table 4.3 which is computed using
Re=8000, Pr=0.01 that as Prt increases Nu decreases.
Table 4.3: Effect of Prt on Nu
Turbulent Prandtl number (Prt) Nusselt number (Nu)
4.12 5.17
5 5.09
6 5.03
7 4.98
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Table 4.4: Effect of Prt on Nu at Pr=0.01
Reynolds Number
(Re)
Turbulent
Prandtl number(Prt)
Nu from
RANS approach
Nu from Cheng and
Tak correlation
5600
4.12 4.97
4.95
5 4.92
6 4.87
7 4.84
8000
4.12 5.17
5.09
5 5.09
6 5.03
7 4.98
22000
4.12 6.29
5.84
5 6.13
6 6
7 5.9
9 5.77
11 5.68
13 5.62
87000
4.12 9.89
8.54
5 9.61
6 9.36
7 9.16
10 8.76
13 8.5
16 8.33
4.9 Correlation developed for Prt
The correlation that is proposed by Cheng and Tak[12] for Nu is
Nu =A+ 0.018Pe0.8
where, A =4.5 .......................................... P e ≤ 1000
=5.4− (9Pe ∗ 10−4) ............... 1000 ≤ Pe ≤ 2000
=3.6 ............................................ P e ≥ 2000
Comparision of RANS simulated Nu results with Cheng and Tak Nu is presented in the
Table 4.4 at Pr=0.01 and in the Table 4.5 at Pr=0.025.
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Table 4.5: Effect of Prt on Nu at Pr=0.025
Reynolds Number
(Re)
Turbulent
Prandtl number(Prt)
Nu from
RANS approach
Nu from Cheng and
Tak correlation
5600
4.12 5.66
5.43
5 5.54
6 5.44
7 5.37
8000
4.12 6.14
5.74
5 5.98
6 5.86
7 5.77
22000
4.12 8.43
7.3
5 8.17
6 7.95
7 7.78
9 7.54
11 7.38
13 7.26
87000
4.12 13.42
12.02
5 12.99
6 12.79
7 12.61
10 12.18
13 11.85
16 11.59
Using the data from Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 at each Peclet number(Pe) curve fitting
technique is used between the turbulent Prandtl nubmer and Nu obtained from RANS
approach to acquire the Prt for which the Nu obtained from RANS approach matches
with that of Nu from Cheng and Tak. Using the Prt data obtained at each Pe a
correlation is developed for Prt as a function of Pe and shown in the Eq.4.2
Prt = 0.9719Pe
0.3796 56 ≤ Pe ≤ 220
= 4.903 + 0.0138Pe− (5Pe2 ∗ 10−6) 220 ≤ Pe ≤ 2175 (4.2)
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Heat transfer characteristics of turbulent forced convection in the channel flow at low
Prandtl number are studied numerically using RANS approach. The following
conclusions are drawn from present study
• As the Reynolds number increases the temperatures both at wall and center of
channel decreases and thus the mean temperature at a section of channel also
decreases at constant heat flux boundary condition and constant Prandtl number.
• As the Prandtl number increases the temperatures both at wall and center of channel
decreases and thus the mean temperature at a section of channel also decreases at
constant heat flux boundary condition and constant Reynolds number.
• As the Reynolds number increases the mean temperature at any section of channel
decreases thus overall Nusselt number increases due to increase of velocity of fluid.
• As the Prandtl number increases the mean temperature at any section of channel
decreases and thus overall Nusselt number increases at constant Reynolds number.
• A parametric study on turbulent Prandtl number is done and found that as Prt
increases the temperature at wall increases and the temperature at center of channel
decreases, but the mean temperature at any section of channel increases. Thus as
Prt increases Nusselt number of channel decreases.
• Using above parametric study and comparing Nusselt number with correlation given
by Xeng and Tak a new correlation for Prt is developed for validity range of Peclet
number(Pe) from 56 to 2175.
• Present results can be used for understanding the heat transfer characteristics of
liquid metal flows in nuclear applications.
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